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Prescriptivists are most successful in influencing language use when

they prescribe what is happening anyway (Hinrichs et al. 2015):

There is a statistical drift in language use away from bookish/formal

and toward colloquial/informal options (Mair & Leech 2006).

Therefore, when you tell people to “use that (not which) as restrictive

relativizer”; or to “use the active voice (not the passive)”, then you are

prescribing the informal choice. And you are likely to be successful

because you are aligning with a drift that is already underway.



from Le Petit Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry



In short: writers treat precepts distinctly - each variable has its own

story and statistical trajectory.



An interesting dataset:

University admissions essays

from "a large public university in the Southern U.S."



Data: admissions essays

28,958,705 words

51,825 essays

25,975 writers (~2/student)

admitting years 2004-2007



includes only essays from successful applications

many students “auto-admitted”

every student writes on 2 topics chosen from a range options:

greatest challenge

ideal classmate

architecture

sci method

misc

fiction



annotated for the student’s background, bio

numeric measures of academic success:

ACT, SAT, GPA for each college year

each essay rated by a human reader



What can we hope to study in the data?

correctness ideologies held by students

(& parents, ghostwriters…)

strategies to impress

>> two indexical orders of prescriptive language-use



Related research

linguistic prescriptivism and student essays

linguistic consequences of the pressure to impress as a

psychological state

familiarity with (near-)automated scoring 

(Perelman 2014)



Perelman:

Students know that SAT essay scores favor

long sentences

high word count

concise statements/

absence of ambiguity

words like indubitably

high lexical density





Research questions

Which prescriptivism-related variables predict academic

success?

Which of the Perelman-strategies correlate with essay scores,

academic success?*

*Pennebaker et al. (2014) show that CDI — an aggregate measure of

POS frequencies — predicts academic success (i.e. mean-GPA) about

as well as SAT score.



Method

POS frequencies and word frequencies

(Tauszcik & Pennebaker 2010)

Use of features from the prescriptive canon

(Peters & Young 1997; Hinrichs et al. 2015)

>> descriptive & inferential statistics;

     aggregate data analysis



Data was annotated at the essay-level for 280 variables

and/or aggregated to means per writer

90 vectors of information about student background, biography

(from registrar)

100 vectors of POS-frequencies and semantic field

representation (from Pennebaker)

we added 90 vectors with interest in prescriptivism in mind (our

addition)



Ethical considerations:

The data, already anonymized, was not to leave Pennebaker's hard

drive.



 

Statistical challenge:

working with aggregated data

(Szmrecsanyi 2013)



ANALYSES



1. Descriptive: individual variables

2. Descriptive:

indices “defy”, “impress”, “comply”

3. Predictive



Correlations





Indices



DEFY

defy =
splitInfinitive + contraction +
finalPreposition + restrictiveWhich
+ hopefully + passive



IMPRESS

impress =
rarewords + whom + TTR + nouns +
sentences









COMPLY

comply  =
piedPiping + restrictiveThat -
splitInfinitive - contraction -
finalPreposition - restrictiveWhich
- hopefully - passive







Hierarchical modeling





m1
outcome: COMPLY





m2
outcome: IMPRESS





CONCLUSIONS



This statistical look at the admissions essay data has shown that

the social indexicality of precept-compliant language use plays

a significant part in the type of social success that is academic

success.



Recent discussions of prescriptivism have invested a lot of effort

into the task of deconstructing the descriptivism-prescriptivism

binary as a simple clash of good and bad.

Not only have many studies shown that prescriptivism can

change language. The perspective taken in this paper also

shows that the ability to deploy the indexical values of

compliant language use is a core skill in the process of

developing an academically/professionally/economically

successful persona.



The use of language that is designed to impressis in many

senses an even more socially effective skill.



As linguists — whether socio- or other — we must be cognizant

of the following facts about prescriptivism:

It changes language use.

Following its rules is a big piece of the puzzle that

cements social class membership.

Therefore, we ought not to dismiss prescriptivism. 

In terms of methodology, it seems that the ever-larger and often

interesting datasets that we are increasingly likely to stumble

upon are set to continue to challenge us to develop and refine

our methods for aggregate data analysis. I have found

correlations and meta-aggregation of variables into indices—in

addition to methods already established in qt. linguistics such as

regression—to be quite useful in this respect.
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